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Abstract

A software development process is a mechanism for problem solving to help software developers plan, design and structure the development of software to solve a problem. Without a process to guide the structured evolution of a solution, it is extremely likely that at least some aspect of the resulting software will be omitted or incorrectly implemented. Even though the importance of utilising a software process for solving problems is accepted in the business and academic communities, it is a topic that is addressed very lightly (if at all) in most freshman undergraduate computing courses with most courses focussing on programming procedures rather than the process of how to develop a solution. A consequence of this is that some students go on to develop maladaptive cognitive practices where they rush to implement solutions to problems with little planning. Typically these maladaptive practices involve surface practices such as coding by rote learning and cutting and pasting code from existing projects. Such practices can be very difficult to unlearn and can result in students lacking skills in planning and designing solutions to problems which can persist to graduation.

Despite these issues, little active research has been found on the development of software processes aimed at freshman third level learners and consequently there are few approaches available to help freshman students through all stages of the software process. However, there is a wealth of current research into computational thinking (CT) as a mechanism to help solve computational problems. Even though CT is seen as a key practice of computer science, most of the research into CT (as a named area) is aimed at 1st and 2nd level education with CT being a more implicit part of third level computing courses. This suggests that there is an exciting opportunity to explicitly exploit the affordances and skills of CT into a software process aimed at freshman third level learners.

This paper presents work which has been carried out as part of an ongoing research project into this issue in which the key skills associated with computational thinking are incorporated into a conceptual framework which will provide a structure for a software process aimed at freshman undergraduate computing students. This research is not tied to any particular programming paradigm but its use is assumed to be in the context of imperative, commercial programming languages. The framework is centred on declarative knowledge (in the form of threshold concepts) and procedural knowledge (in the form of CT skills) scaffolding freshman software development from initial planning through to final solution. The framework known as Computational Analysis and Design Engineered Thinking (CADET) – once operationalised as a software process with an accompanying support tool - aims to support the structured development of both software and student self-efficacy in the topic.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A software development process is a mechanism which informs a software developer of the steps and stages involved in developing quality software from initial analysis to final design and implementation [1]. There are many different categories of development process such as waterfall, spiral and agile which differ in how they approach software development but all share the same basic activities of analysis, design, coding, testing and debugging. Teaching these activities to students in a structured way is vital in enabling them to develop a proficiency in software development [2]. However, even though there are many software development processes available for experienced developers, very little work has been carried out on creating appropriate processes for freshman, third level learners [3]. This presents a vacuum for educators which means that software analysis and design is typically taught very informally and implicitly on introductory courses at third level [4]. Many courses have an emphasis on teaching a programming language and concepts as opposed to the teaching of how to plan and design
a solution before implementation [4-7]. Equally, this is reflected in undergraduate text books which have a focus on programming constructs rather than software development processes [8].

Unless they are guided, novices have a natural inclination to focus on the surface features of a problem in order to fit what is known about the problem into their existing knowledge [9]. Novices will often jump straight into implementing some aspect of a solution without any planning because they can find it difficult to separate ideas for solutions from the implementation of those ideas [10, 11]. This can lead to novices adopting maladaptive cognitive practices in software development, particularly surface practices (e.g. coding by rote learning) which can be very difficult to unlearn and can ultimately prohibit student progression in the acquisition of software development skills [12]. Therefore, it follows that if a software development process is incorporated explicitly in an appropriate way into introductory courses to scaffold students in software development practices, this could limit the development of maladaptive practices.

This paper describes a conceptual framework which has been devised as a route to providing such a software development process using the affordances of computational thinking. Section 2 gives a rationale for the framework by describing related research into computational thinking, problem solving and threshold concepts, each of which contributes to the framework. Section 3 describes the framework while section 4 concludes the paper with a discussion of the contribution this research aims to make to research in software engineering education.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED RESEARCH

Despite the wealth of established software development processes aimed at experienced developers working on large projects, there is very little available for introductory third level computing courses. Most research into development processes for such courses have a specific focus on a particular aspect of the process. Examples are the STREAM process [3] which focuses on design in an object oriented environment; the P3F framework [13] with a focus on software design and which aims to arm novice designers with expert strategies; a programming process by Hu et al [14] which focuses on generating goals and plans and converting those into a coded solution via a visual block-based programming language; POPT [15] which has a focus on supporting software testing and Morgado & Barbosa’s process [2] which aims to support students through all developmental stages with the use of template forms coupled with an instructor supplied prototype to aid understanding of the problem. The framework described in this paper is similar to Morgado & Barbosa’s process in that it aims to support all aspects of developing software but the focus here is based on the provision and utilisation of developmental constructs and problem solving skills to guide the development of software solutions. It is envisaged that any software development process based on this framework will be adaptable to students’ experience so the process can continue to be used by students even after they leave the novice stage of learning.

Learning how to develop software requires both declarative knowledge (programming concepts) and procedural knowledge (skills needed to apply the declarative knowledge to create a working solution) [16, 17]. Equally, it is well known that affective issues have a strong impact on student learning particularly in the domain of software development [18]. Therefore, any framework used as a basis to support a software development process for novice third level learners must incorporate the following components:-

1. An identification of key declarative knowledge which must be taught if students are to become competent software developers (irrespective of programming language).

2. An identification of key procedural knowledge used to apply the declarative knowledge when solving problems. This involves the skills associated with computational problem solving.

3. An identification of the key affective issues which can affect student learning.

The following sub-sections describe each of these components in detail.

2.1 Threshold Concepts to provide Declarative Knowledge

In order to identify the key concepts that should be included in the framework, it is important to restate that this framework should be applicable to a variety of imperative, commercial languages taught in introductory courses. Therefore, the content in the framework should not be language specific but should
capture the essential content that forms the basis of such languages in a generic fashion. The theory of threshold concepts offers a route to identifying and codifying such essential content.

Threshold concepts (TCs) have been proposed as a way of characterising the progression of learning by students in any subject area. Meyer and Land [19, 20] suggest that within each subject, there are certain concepts that are difficult to grasp and are “troublesome” but once mastered, they act as a portal that can open up a new way of thinking within the subject area that is transformative and irreversible. They also state that “crossing the threshold” to understanding these concepts is a necessary step if students are to advance and become proficient in the subject area. In examining the research carried out into TCs for computing, it is clear that there isn’t a consensus on a list of TCs for this area. Extensive research into identifying TCs in computing have been mainly carried out by a group of European researchers [21-25] with other researchers also attempting to identify TCs in computing [26-31]. When examining all the available research on the identification of TCs for computing, there were two concepts that emerged as having consensus. The first is *program dynamics* (phrase coined by Sorva [29]) meaning having a mental understanding of the dynamics of state and program/algorithm execution. The second concept—only relevant in an object oriented paradigm—is *object behaviour*. It can also be argued that object behaviour is a subset of the concept of program dynamics (when the development paradigm is object oriented) as understanding object behaviour requires having a mental model of the behaviour and state of “live” objects in execution.

Therefore, the declarative knowledge for this framework will focus on concepts that allow students to learn and understand about *program dynamics* and secondly (and optionally), an understanding of *object behaviour* when the development paradigm is object orientation.

### 2.2 Problem Solving and Computational Thinking

There are several suggested methodologies in the literature when it comes to solving problems. Many of these are very generic and can be applied to any kind of problem [32, 33]. However, in the context of this research project, one of the more appropriate strategies for general problem solving that can be adapted to a wide variety of educational contexts— including software development—is found in Pólya’s problem solving strategy [34]. This text postulated that there are four main stages to problem solving (where the context was mathematical problem solving) which are 1) Understand the problem; 2) Make a plan to solve the problem; 3) Carry out the plan, and 4) Reflect on the success of the plan.

In the context of computational problem solving, these stages have been adapted in this research as 1) Understand the problem, 2) Break problem into tasks, 3) Design and code each task, 4) Evaluate task solution and learning.

In order to utilise this problem solving strategy, students must be taught appropriate problem solving skills that will allow them to carry out each stage. Computational Thinking (CT) is an approach to problem solving that aims to utilise the strategies undertaken by expert software developers as a mechanism to solve problems in any discipline that require a computational solution [35, 36]. CT was popularised by Jeanette Wing [37] in her seminal paper although the phrase was originated by Seymour Papert [38] in the context of using the affordances of computer mediated instruction to help students experiment with - and understand - mathematical concepts. A clear distinction is made in the literature between CT and programming in that even though programming is a key route to enable CT, the process of CT itself may be applied to solving problems that do not involve a programming solution [39].

The research interest in CT has grown as a result of our ubiquitous technological environment. In such an environment, it is argued that CT is a basic literacy which should be an integral part of the educational process across all educational levels and disciplines where students of all ages can become adept at seeing how problems can be broken down and solved with appropriate computing tools in innovative ways [40]. As a result, there is a lot of active and very interesting research into the teaching and assessment of CT. Much of this research is aimed at first and second level education [40] often in the context of block/visual languages (such as Scratch, Alice, AgentSheets) [39, 41] and game based learning which is used to teach CT skills to all levels including third level [5, 42]. At undergraduate level, CT is also being researched as a mechanism to introduce computer science skills to non-computing students [43]. While there is no doubt that the key skills associated with CT are an inherent part of computer science courses [44] which principally teach commercial, imperative languages [45, 46]; there is little evidence in the literature to show that the advantages of CT are being explicitly exploited and incorporated into mainstream introductory software development courses at third level. This suggests
that there is an opportunity for computing courses to explicitly mine the affordances of CT to support introductory education at third level.

Given that research into CT has only been active for the past decade, the topic is still relatively immature and so there is yet little agreement on what constitutes a detailed definition of CT or how it can be assessed [40, 47, 48]. In that context, it should be noted that the focus of this paper is not to enter the debate regarding a definition for CT but rather to utilise the commonly associated skills associated with the term. From the literature, the principal skills most commonly cited are: applying abstraction; problem decomposition; data analysis and representation; pattern recognition; writing algorithms, modelling and simulation; testing and debugging [47, 49-51]. Other concepts such as iteration, recursion and parallel thinking are also suggested by Wing [37]. It is the contention of this researcher that iterative and recursive thinking are concepts which form part of declarative knowledge which is then made procedural by the CT skills of writing algorithms, modelling and simulation. It is also felt that parallelism is a concept which is too advanced for novice computing students studying in the context of imperative, textual languages.

The framework described in this paper will utilise the skills commonly associated with CT to provide the procedural knowledge required by students learning how to solve software problems using Pólya’s adapted problem solving model.

2.3 Affective Learning

Affective learning focuses on developing students' belief systems, emotions and attitudes. One affective factor important in determining the success of students in a software development course is the students' beliefs in their self-efficacy in the subject [52]. Self-efficacy is a judgment by a person of how capable they are of successfully carrying out a task which influences their choice of activities, the amount of effort they expend, their persistence in overcoming difficulties and ultimately their performance outcomes [52, 53]. Individuals with strong self-efficacy believe that they can succeed in challenging tasks which means that they are motivated to attempt such tasks and have confidence as they begin the journey to completing the task. Studies in the theory of self-efficacy has found it to be malleable meaning that it can be changed particularly in introductory courses to improve performance [54]. Suggested routes to improving self-efficacy include supplying clear instruction of the strategies required at each step of the problem-solving process, presenting mastery models to demonstrate how to carry out a task competently and confidently, supplying coping models to make explicit the difficulties students can experience in carrying out software development and giving useful and positive feedback [55]. While a strong belief system can push learners to exceed their expectations, it's also important that they don't have a distorted view of their actual capabilities [53]. Therefore, it's important that students are able to reflect accurately on their learning and experiences to allow them understand what they know, don't know and ultimately gain accurate self-efficacy in their abilities. Students should be helped develop their metacognitive skills to enable them to monitor, evaluate and regulate their own learning strategies which is an important ability for the development of independent learning, encouraging students to take more responsibility for their learning [56]. Therefore, giving students awareness of their self-efficacy through metacognition and providing an environment to promote a growth in self-efficacy is a guiding force in the future deployment of this framework.

3 COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS AND DESIGN ENGINEERED THINKING FRAMEWORK

The term “computational design thinking” is currently used in architecture and construction as that industry has moved from computer-aided-design (CAD) to more sophisticated computational processes. It refers to the fact that the affordances of advanced computer technology is creating new types of design processes and new ways of thinking about design [57].

In the context of this research, the term is extended to “computational analysis and design engineered thinking” (CADET) to refer to the art of software development processes being computer mediated so that the stages of the process produce concrete visual artefacts with which students can experiment, evaluate and reflect on as part of their learning. These artefacts should be minimal and should adopt a “just enough” approach to allow students arrive at solutions in a supported fashion. Therefore, the
CADET approach is about learning computational concepts and skills in a computational thinking focused problem solving environment where the final work product is a verified program.

The CADET framework—summerised in figure 1—borrows the categories used in the CT framework as suggested by Brennan and Resnick [50] which are Concepts, Practices and Perspectives. These categories are used as they fit the intersection of threshold concepts and computational thinking. The context for Brennan and Resnick’s framework is the Scratch programming environment aimed at the K-12 profile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concepts (threshold stages)</th>
<th>Practices [CT skills]</th>
<th>Perspectives [affective issues]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TC1. State and Sequential Flow</td>
<td>CT1. Abstraction</td>
<td>All1. Self-Efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC2. Non-Sequential Flow Control</td>
<td>CT2. Data Representation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC3. Modularity</td>
<td>CT3. Decomposition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CT5. Pattern recognition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CT6. Generating Algorithms (modelling and simulation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 - CADET Framework (Source: Author)

In the context of this paper, the concepts contain the declarative knowledge which are categorised as the threshold concepts of program dynamics and object behaviour identified in section 2.1 which drive the instructional content for novice learners. In order to teach the two threshold concepts in a manageable way to students, they have been broken down into four threshold concept stages which have been codified in column 1 of figure 1 as TC1 - TC4. TC1 – TC3 represent program dynamics with TC4 relating to object behaviour. This fourth stage needs only be included if operating in an object oriented paradigm. A description of each of these threshold concept stages is as follows:-

**TC1: State and Sequential Flow** – This concept involves gaining an understanding of “simple” data items (e.g. characters, numbers, strings) and how their state changes when sequential actions are carried out on them.

**TC2: Non-Sequential Flow Control** – This concept keeps the focus on state but will add complexity to this idea by presenting more complex actions such as iterative and conditional actions and how they affect state and flow control.

**TC3: Modularity** – This concept involves the use of modularity and how that affects state and especially flow control.

**TC4: Object Behaviour** – This concept examines the idea of objects and their state. It also looks at the connection between state and behaviour and sees how objects interact and activate each other’s behaviour.

The practices used in this context are the computational thinking skills introduced in section 2.2 of this paper and are codified as skills CT1 – CT6 in column 2 of figure 1. When operationalised into a software development process, the computational thinking skills will be acquired through repeated problem solving based on the adapted problem solving model described in section 2.2.

**CT1: Abstraction** – This is the ability to view some aspect of a problem solution at various levels of detail. In computer science, abstraction is often used as a mechanism to simplify a problem by allowing the developer to zoom in or out of a construct to reveal as much detail as is relevant. For example, an information system being developed for a college with several degree programmes may award prizes of various magnitude to students with the highest average examination grade in each programme. Abstraction could be employed in this case to allow the developer to focus on generating a partial solution which orders the prize winning students from best to worst performance in order to assign appropriate prizes to them. The detail about each prize winning student’s internal grades or how they were chosen as the best student in their programme is kept hidden to allow the developer focus on the task they are currently working on without getting overwhelmed with excessive and unnecessary detail. In this framework, abstraction is considered to a skill that can be employed at every stage of the software
development process from analysis of the problem through to the design of a solution and coding that solution. Therefore, any software development process that results from this framework will provide a mechanism to allow abstraction to be utilised to maximum effect at every stage of the process.

CT2: Data Representation – Central to developing software is the ability to identify the core data that needs to be stored as part of the resulting program. Being able to identify this data and know how it should be represented is a key skill that is acquired through practice.

CT3: Decomposition – When solving a problem, a core skill is the ability to decompose the problem into smaller and more manageable sub-tasks that need to be carried out. In this framework, it is envisaged that acquiring the skill of decomposition also requires the skill of integration as each sub-task that is designed and implemented will then need to be integrated into a final working software solution.

CT4: Evaluation of Solutions – The ability to evaluate solutions is crucial in software development. This evaluation comes in the form of:-

- Testing analysis, design and coding artefacts for correctness and consistency across artefacts.
- Debugging any errors that are found.
- Critiquing solutions on the basis of software quality characteristics such as usability, non-duplication of effort and effective utilisation of appropriate threshold concepts.

CT5: Pattern Recognition – This refers to the ability to recognise that all or part of an exact or similar problem has been solved before. Recognising patterns is an extremely valuable skill that minimises duplication of effort and enables reuse of analysis, design and coding artefacts.

CT6: Generating Algorithms – An algorithm is a high-level representation or model of a proposed design for a problem that gives clear instructions on how the problem will be solved. There are many formats that an algorithm can take – they can be represented as diagrams (e.g. flow-charts), prototypes, as pseudo-code or in another programming language. The ability to generate an algorithm (or use existing algorithms) is a crucial skill in software development as it gives developers a mechanism to design a solution at a high-level without having to worry about the nuances of the particular programming language that will be used to implement the final solution. It also provides a mechanism to discuss potential solutions with other interested parties who may not be programmers. For students learning how to develop software it is a particularly important skill to acquire as without it they will have no option but to try and implement a solution through trial and error.

All 6 of the skills in this framework are largely similar to those suggested by Brennan and Resnick but while they are grouped together by those researchers, here they are not grouped as it is important to see them as separate skills. For example, it is possible to utilise abstraction without utilising modularisation. Other specific features of the practices presented in this CADET framework are:-

- The ability to determine the data that is required to solve a problem is considered to be an essential skill (and not a concept);
- Pattern recognition represents reuse but not just at the code level which implies other artefacts created as part of the analysis and design stages of the software development process should be reusable also;
- The skills of generating algorithms and problem decomposition are included as essential skills.

Finally, perspectives are the affective issues associated with learning software development which are classified in section 2.4 as being embodied in self-efficacy. This is an issue that will need to be measured in any resulting software development process via student refection.

4 DISCUSSION

This paper presents a framework which is the first stage of an ongoing research project into providing a software development process aimed at freshman undergraduate computing students. Despite the recognised importance of software development processes, this research has identified a gap in software engineering education in the provision of appropriate software development processes for this cohort of students. This paper aims to contribute to this field by presenting a novel framework which
combines current research into Computational Thinking as a problem solving process underpinned by the focus of Threshold Concepts in order to support students who are learning how to develop software solutions from problem specification through to the final tested product. The aim of the framework is to provide scaffolding to students in the form of a structured development process to improve competency and self-efficacy in software development. It is the contention of this research that the provision of such a process - while not a silver bullet to eradicate all of the problems students experience in learning software development - would provide a structured and scaffolded environment to directly address the maladaptive cognitive habits that students often form and find hard to unlearn.

The next stage of this project involves designing a software development process based on this framework for novice third level learners. An accompanying support tool will also be developed to support the software development process by providing students with a platform where they will carry out extensive problem solving via the creation of traceable, visual artefacts from problem specification through to the final software product. This tool will form the basis on which the process can be evaluated via an action research methodology. A description of the software development process and the results from its evaluation will be published in future papers.
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